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In the recent past, the converting industry has proven itself as crisis-proof, highly innovative, and also ready to improvise when necessary. Not long after the first “shockwave”
of the corona pandemic, many companies were already able to present the first results
of their “crisis strategies” within our magazine: Remote commissioning, online meetings,
year-round virtual tradeshow booths, solutions for facemask production, etc. – it was truly
a joy to see how creative people in our industry became in the face of such unexpected
and unprecedented adversity.
Nonetheless, the pandemic is far from being the only major challenge that we as an
industry are facing today and in the years to come: the climate emergency, urbanisation,
the creation of a circular economy and avoiding plastic pollution in our oceans are just a
few of the enormous issues that all of us will have to deal with in the decades to come.
Just like every other industry, the converting industry has a responsibility to find an answer
to these challenges. With innovations, open-mindedness and the willingness to “think
outside the box,” we can make these changes happen.
I now invite you to take a look into the “showrooms” of the participating companies on
the following pages. Let’s connect and share our visions for the future!
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Our ideas will move you
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Innovative rubber roller technology from the specialist in Ahaus, Germany

SMART PIONEER SPIRIT MEETS PRECISION
MANUFACTURE
The company Ahauser Gummiwalzen is one of the world’s leading providers of rollers for a
vast range of production processes. Experience, know-how and high manufacturing quality
are guaranteeing customer satisfaction.
Be it the development, production or repairing of rubber rollers – Ahauser is your competent partner for industrial and
manufacturing companies on all continents. The foundation
for the business success of the German medium-sized company is its comprehensive knowledge about the production
processes of its customers. Ahauser holds the Preferred Supplier Status for some of the most renowned manufacturers
of paperboard products. With industry knowledge, tailored
compounds and system solutions (such as the Teflon® roller),
the roller manufacturer supports national and international
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companies from textile, film, and foil converting, as well as
the paper finishing sector and leading wood furniture manufacturers.

Teamwork leads to success
The rubber, PU and Teflon® rollers, roller cores, GRP cores,
as well as system hoses are produced in close collaboration with the customers. Thanks to an intensive knowledge
exchange, the company plans, constructs and manufactu-

KEY FACTS

Competent advice, customer orientation and practice-oriented solutions for a multitude of requirements are guiding principles of Ahauser Gummiwalzen

liably functioning solutions for the removal
of problematic folds, specifically with thin
and metallized foils.

Customer benefits

Visit us at booth A6-230 at ICE in Munich,
March 2022

res tailored products for the most diverse
requirements. The performance portfolio
is completed by a quick and skilled repair
service for rollers and roller cores.
The company from the German Münsterland region reaches its high levels of
customer satisfaction by exactly meeting
the specifications of its clients: For this,
Ahauser uses e.g. special measurement
methods in order to manufacture rollers
that have been modified according to
specific product requirements. A broad
selection of machinery equipment ensures
that every profile and every geometry can
be provided in a reproducible manner. Moreover, the rubberising specialist offers re-

Clients of the company from Münsterland appreciate its good advice – with
local support worldwide, its flexibility and
the innovative spirit within the team, as
well as the high-quality products. The roller specialist is OEM for many international
companies and boasts extensive credentials.
Furthermore, the AEO certification of the owner-managed company is another
important element of its service portfolio. It
guarantees quick and reliable international shipping for its products.
Last but not least: intensive professional
exchange with customers enables deep
insights into their production. The commitment to treat this knowledge in a confidential manner is one of the most central
business principles of Ahauser Gummiwalzen – sensitive data and information are
protected 100%.


Ahauser Gummiwalzen Lammers
GmbH & Co. KG is an owner-managed company based in North RhineWestphalia. The medium-sized manufacturer makes business with both
domestic and international industrial
companies. Flexible, comprehensive
and local.

PRODUCTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extraction rollers
Contact rollers
Pressure rollers
Take-off rollers
Spreader rollers
Teflon® rollers
Cleaning rollers

INDUSTRIES

Film manufacturing and finishing
Lamination
Packaging
Wood, furniture and textile industry

CONTACT

Ahauser Gummiwalzen
Lammers GmbH & Co. KG
Heisenbergstraße 8
D-48683 Ahaus
+49 2561 9385 0
sales@ahauser.com
www.ahauser.com
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Die-Cutting the Smart Way
BERHALTER AG shows how die-cutting systems can be made even
more productive thanks to digitalisation, automation, and networking.

Megatrends need not be predicted, because they are already there. The most frequently mentioned wish for the future
is health. As a megatrend, this desire shapes all areas of life – including nutrition and modern packaging solutions.
Consumer behavior in the packaging industry is constantly generating new opportunities to simplify our lives.
As one of the world‘s leading suppliers of modern and intelligent die-cutting solutions, BERHALTER sees itself more
strongly than ever as being oriented towards customer and market needs. BERHALTER die-cutting systems are at the
beginning of numerous packaging solutions. As an innovation leader, the Swiss manufacturer offers the die-cutting
solutions and key technologies for tomorrow‘s production. These include modern die-cutting systems, digital platforms,
and robotics for the cooperation between man and machine.
The revolutionary BERHALTER Swiss Die-Cutter B6, with a punching performance of 500 strokes per minute, embodies
the DNA of BERHALTER high-performance die-cutting machines and at the same time defines a new design language:
innovative, dynamic, and intelligent. With a web width of up to 600mm, the Swiss Die-Cutter B6 makes a real statement
in terms of technology, digitalisation, and performance.
BERHALTER die-cutting machines are characterized by the smart integration of the in-house intelligent service platform

CUTcontrol. The digitalisation of the die-cutting processes has created a unique
digital platform as an indicator of productivity and efficiency.
Whenever you hold a yoghurt lid or a deep-drawn pet food lid in your hands,
you are most likely holding a BERHALTER end-product, produced on a highly
efficient BERHALTER die-cutting machine.
This applies for flat packaging lids out of aluminum or polyester, such as Nestlé
yoghurt lids, as well as for packaging lids with relief impressions, like Philadelphia
lids for cheese spread. Deep-drawn aluminum lids as those used for pet food
like Sheba or Cesar enhances the extensive range of product opportunities.
Additionally, BERHALTER die-cutting solutions can be used to produce paper
labels, e.g. on beer bottles and labels for IML applications, such as those on
Starbucks coffee cups.
BERHALTER emphasises that the company is passionate about helping diecutting companies, printers and food producers to automate and optimise
their die-cutting systems. The high-performance die-cutting machines, cutting
tools and innovations are consistently designed for efficiency and durability. To
make the right decisions, customers need transparency. The intelligent service
platform CUTcontrol should provide the answers.

KEY FACTS

The Number One in Die-Cutting
Our passion is to support die-cutting
companies, print shops and food
manufacturers to automate and optimise the processes of their die-cutting
systems. Our die-cutting machines,
die-cutting tools and innovations are
consistently designed for efficiency
and a long service life.

PRODUCTS
Machines
Punching tools
Services

INDUSTRIES

Automation technology
Die cutting, embossing, perforating
Retrofits

CONTACT

BERHALTER Swiss Die-Cutting
A Divison of BERHALTER AG
Lindenstrasse 120
9443 Widnau
Switzerland

Creating the
Difference.

+41 717270200
die-cutting@berhalter.red
www.berhalter.red

Swiss Die-Cutting Solutions
for the Converting Industry.
Your Contact
Dalibor Schuman
Managing Director
+41 717270200
die-cutting@berhalter.red
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We as Euromac are one of Europe's leading
manufacturers of slitters rewinders and doctor rewinders
for plastic films and laminates. Besides plastics, we
specialize slitting paper, aluminum foil, for pharma food
and non-food application and have solutions for many
other rolled substrates.
After 50+ years of continuous growth our company has
remained fully 100% familiy owned and our expertise staff
grew to over 120. Based in Villanova Monferrato the
home of Slitters, Euromac's unique production facility is
covering in 2021 a total surface of 22.000 m².
Our Sales and clients are for > 80 % abroad and
therefore by foreign export markets with main market in
Europe but a large increase over the years to other
continents like South America and Asia. Currently the
company has sold > 2000 machines worldwide.
Our company expansion – We currently undergo a full
renovation of the original establisment and have made a
large investment in new production hall and office space.
We aim in short terms to open our Euromac technology
centre for clients to test their materials and showcase our
world reknown quality products.
We decided the necessity to improve and strengthen our
manufacturing facility and to become a larger more
modern player to compete even better with our world
class products and solutions. The new facilities is planned
to be functional by 2021.
By 2022 during the first worldwide exhibitions Euromac
will also announce new slitter rewinder models.

Since 1968 we develop for our clients with high demand
technological slitter machines which are known worldwide
for their reliability and top quality.
The founder of Euromac had a vision to create a new
generation of Slitter Rewinders based on
Italian
engineering and Innovation. This after he was already
himself an established technical engineer in the
converting sector and for many years involved in
Rotogravure printing. From this desire and willpower
Euromac was established and many generations further
this spirit of engineering has remained in the heart of our
company and staff to create the absolute best upon the
evaluation of each specific Client’s requirements that
satisfies the highest expectations.
Euromac machines are completely custom designed and
developed on a modern 3D CAD systems and are entirely
developed and manufactured in our own establishment,
where high technological innovation machine tools and
craftmanship guarantee high precision and repeatability
of operations.

CB-SERIES
DOCTOR REWINDERS

Manufacturers of duplex and duplex turret slitting and rewinding
machines, heavy duty Centre Drive
duplex and centre drive rewind stations slitters, Primary film slitting and
rewinding machines, doctoring and
Inspection rewinding machines for
worldwide leading converting companies. Specialized in film, film laminates, printed film, paper, alu-foil
and other rolled substrates.

PRODUCTS

TB3-SERIES
DUPLEX SLITTERS

Slitter Rewinders
Doctor rewinders
Inspection rewinders

INDUSTRIES

Finishing
Slitting / rewinding
Web inspection, test & measurement

CONTACT

The machine controls and electronic functions are of
original Euromac design and the related software is
developed internally by our electronics department.
Furthermore, Euromac machines are equipped with high
quality electronic, hydraulic and pneumatic components,
to guarantee global availability and service.Starting from
both basic models and innovative design studies,
Euromac meets the individual technical requirements of
each customer in order to obtain a specific product that
meets and exceeds even the most demanding needs.

KEY FACTS

Euromac S.r.l.
Strada Provinciale 31 No. 6
15030 Villanova Monferrato.
Italy
+39 0142 483 195
euromac@euromacslitters.com
www.euromacslitters.com

TB6-SERIES
STATION SLITTERS

Your Contact
Bert van Delft
Sales Manager
+39 0142 483 195
Bert.vanDelft@euromacslitters.com

TB8-SERIES
PRIMARY SLITTERS
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Fabio Laguzzi
Sales Manager
+39 0142 483 195
Fabio.Laguzzi@euromacslitters.com
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KROENERT STANDS FOR ENGINEERING EXPERTISE,
INNOVATIVE SPIRIT AND A PASSION FOR WHAT WE DO.
KEY FACTS

In close cooperation with our customers we develop highly productive, customised coating lines. The combination of our
technical expertise with the sector-specific experience of our engineers creates impressive added value for individual
coating solutions for one of the following sectors: technical products, paper finishing, packaging materials, composites,
membranes, printed electronics, renewable energies and medical/pharmaceutical. The highlights of our product range:
LABCO: working width 500 mm | speed 0,5 m/min to 100 m/min

If the process requires the use of circulating air dryers KROENERT lines are equipped with
dryers from its affiliated company DRYTEC. Depending on the requirements, the dryer can be
implemented as flotation dryer, driven roller dryer, belt dryer or inertised dryer.
Since KROENERT assembles each line individually a wide selection of high-quality, triedand-tested components are available. These include winders, coating units, drying systems,
humidifiers, printing units, laminating units, web tension, web run, automation and digital
solutions. To find the best setup and the optimum combination of components the engineers
of KROENERT’s Technology Center are a unique support. Equipped with a LABCO and a
RECO the Technology Center serves as an add-on to create the best fit of the equipment to the
application technology.

RECO: working width 500 mm to 3,300 mm | speed 5 m/min to > 1,000 m/min

RECO is an innovative coating and laminating machine concept. The individual
design and flexibility make it an all-rounder for demanding coating requirements.
The modules and components of the RECO
series are subject to constant optimisation
and further development. RECO offers various coating methods for different tasks.
The coating method/compound or the
working width can be changed quickly
and easily by using trolley and/or sleeve
technology. RECO works as one-sided
or double-sided coating with a working
width from 500 mm to 3,300 mm and a
production speed well over 1,000 m/min.
It is used for solvent-based, water-based
and polymeric coating compounds and it
mainly manufactures technical products,
flexible packaging materials and products
for renewable energies.
MCO 5000 is a modular coating line
concept that grows to meet requirements.
This innovative and flexible approach
ensures the possibility to respond to changing demands and it is easy to expand at
any time. Therefore MCO 5000 is perfect
for entering new markets. It is mainly
used for applications such as siliconised
materials, label stock, adhesive tapes
(PSA), lacquered products and pre-coated paper or film.
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LABCO is specially designed for research and product development as well as for small
batch production. Its modular design enables it to meet various requirements. Small substrates can be coated from roll-to-roll up to 500 mm working width at a speed of 0.5 m/min
to 100 m/min. The areas of application are diverse, ranging from composites, contact
and laminating adhesives, lithium-ion batteries, fuel cells and organic photovoltaics to
printed electronics (allowing functional printing processes for RFID, NFC and printed sensor
technology). Test results and findings from LABCO can be easily transferred to RECO and
MCO 5000 production lines. This ensures cost-effective and flexible product optimisation.

The KROENERT service guarantees a maximum line availability and optimum results. In close
cooperation with the customer individual service concepts are developed. They can include
services such as spare and wear parts, retrofits, maintenance and inspection, remote service,
training, process optimisation, service contracts as well as repairs.

KROENERT - the Coating Machinery
Experts. KROENERT manufactures innovative, reliable coating- and laminating solutions for web-like materials
such as paper, foil, film, cardboard
and non-woven. The product range
includes customised production and
laboratory lines.

PRODUCTS
Coating lines
Retrofits
Service

INDUSTRIES

Coating / laminating
Retrofits
Services

CONTACT

KROENERT GmbH & Co KG
Schützenstraße 105
22761 Hamburg
Germany
+49 40 853 93 01
info@kroenert.de
www.kroenert.de

Your Contact: Christian Werner
Regional Sales Director
+49 40 853 93 172
christian.werner@kroenert.de

MCO 5000: working width 1,650 mm | speed up to 500 m/min

Lutz Böwe
Regional Sales Manager
+49 40 853 93 795
lutz.boewe@kroenert.de
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INDUSTRIAL ROLLER SERVICE
PERFORMANCE THAT CREATES PARTNERS
1+1=3

VALUE FOR MONEY

Like a rubber covering protects a roller core, ensuring a
constant function that drives your
process forward, we provide allround industrial roller service
tailored to your specific needs.
There is no one-sizefits-all solution.

As important as the right accessories, human centric customer
service is crucial. In order to support you, we have developed
useful additional services, from
which you can profit day by day.
Our repair department for

■

As individual
as your own
process, as individual is our
service. Your personal customer support reliably takes care
of your order and ensures
that Westland Rollers are on
site when they are needed in
your production.

■

defective roller cores or our analytics department, just to name a
few. While we take care of your
rollers, you can fully dedicate
yourself to your actual task: Manufacturing awesome products.
Besides that: Wherever we can,
we help you help yourself. That‘s
why we provide you with useful digital services, which you can
access around the clock,
seven days a week. This
leads to a win-win situation and as we call
it, a performance that
creates partners.

Westland Walzen

KEY FACTS

Flexible service at your disposal

Project

Covering

Roller-Service

Grinding

Analytics

Support

Tour-Service

Removal

Core-Repair

Assembly

Cylindrical

■
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INDUSTRIES

Rollers / Sleeves
Roller Coverings
Roller Repair Service

STRONGER TOGETHER
As solid as a well designed
and manufactured roller core, that
we apply our roller coverings on,
as versatile is the knowledge of
our product experts that loves to
walk the extra mile in your shoes.
Without this specific customer and
industry insight, there is no way to
effectively resolve challenges and
deliver a product that is working
right. Just like family, we’re there
when you need us.

The Westland Group, with its Headquarter in Melle, Germany, is an
owner-managed family business with
around 700 employees in Europe,
Asia and the USA. It is a leading
international supplier of technically
sophisticated elastomer components
and, in addition to roller and sleeve
rubber coverings, also manufactures
elastomer molded parts for mechanical engineering, the household appliance and fittings industries, and
for gas control technology. 13 production sites in 10 countries provide
on-site service.

„Developing solutions is our core
expertise, working alongside
others in a spirit of partnership
is our most important goal.“

Geometries

Profiles

600mm
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14.000mm
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i
d
n
i
As

Edges

More

CONTACT

Westland Gummiwerke
GmbH & Co. KG
Westlandstraße 6
49324 Melle
GERMANY

START HERE
Your Contact
Olaf Gengel
letstalkabout@industriewalzen.de
www.westland.eu
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APPLIED RIGAKU TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
Applied Rigaku Technologies, a division of Rigaku Corporation, engineers, manufactures, and
distributes Rigaku EDXRF products worldwide. Located in Austin, Texas, USA, our company
specializes in benchtop and process EDXRF spectrometers. Our products serve web applications with the ability to perform real-time or at-line silicone coat weight analysis.
For in-line process control, the NEX LS linear scanner offers cross and machine direction Si
coat weight profiling of your process. To maintain consistent quality, improve efficiency, and
minimize cost, the NEX LS is engineered to solve the challenges found in coating and converting processes. Users input basic information about samples, and the NEX LS software helps
achieve continuous process control from the beginning to the end of the roll. The real-time cross
and machine direction data help you make real-time quality control decisions and address any
questions or concerns related to the quality of the entire roll.

KEY FACTS

• Total solution for Si release
coaters
• Silicone analysis on paper, claycoated paper & thin-film release
liners
• Proprietary algorithm for claycoated papers
• Converters – silicone on plastic
or paper
• Vacuum formed plastics –
denesting silicone coatings
• Silicone coatings for moisture and
air barriers

The advanced and flexible software includes user-defined recipes, including scan speeds
and sub-second measurement settings, advanced roll reporting, and raw data logging for
traceability and audits. Complete roll recording has measurement value, date, time, length,
product name, and other information. Also included are web scan average and individual
zone measurements.
For rapid and accurate at-line solutions, the NEX QC Series benchtop EDXRF analyzers enable
the measurement of very low silicone coating weights and metal catalysts in silicone coatings,
all with one instrument.
NEX QC Series spectrometers do not require helium or a special sample cup for Si determination. By simply placing a sample in the analysis chamber, the NEX QC Series analyzers
provide QC technicians with an ideal tool for quickly checking silicone coating thickness and
composition.

PRODUCTS

NEX QC Series
NEX LSt

INDUSTRIES

Control, test & measurement
Web inspection, test & measurement
Quality Control

Applied Rigaku Technologies, Inc.
9825 Spectrum Dr, Bldg 4, Ste 475
Austin, TX 78717
USA

Your Contact
Robert P. Bartek
President
+1 512 225 1796
robert.bartek@rigaku.com
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Our well-positioned brands THERMCOAT® coatings and AST® rollers
succeed due to the following common characteristics:
• Precision and the highest quality
• Responsible approach to the
• Functional surfaces and high-quality
environment and resources
processing
• State-of-the-art extraction system
• Maximum service life and a very
• Environmentally friendly disposal of
reliable process
layer removal waste
• Optimum value creation and cost-ef• Recycling of blasting materials
fectiveness
• Recoating of rollers instead of
• Increase in productivity by reducing
manufacturing new ones
machine down times

Robert P. Bartek, President

The core team at Applied Rigaku Technologies, Inc.
have been designing quality control instrumentation
for the Silicone Release market for 30+ years.
Our at-line and in-line solutions are based on the
experienced gained over this time and incorporate
the latest XRF technology. Combined they help to
ensure 100% quality control of your product from start
to finish.

KEY FACTS

AST® stands for reliable cost effectiveness with a keen eye for what is
essential to best help our customers!
Our corporate strategy aims to ensure that you have an economic and a
technical advantage. We do this by
producing products and applications
with outstanding quality, which meet
the changing requirements of the market as we constantly develop them.

PRODUCTS
Rollers
Coatings

Quality on the assembly line
By monitoring all of the parameters which have an effect on our processes, we ensure the
reproducibility of our products. So that we are able to maintain our high quality standard and
to further extend it, our production processes are regularly monitored by internal and external
inspectors.

INDUSTRIES

The effectiveness of our strict quality guidelines is regularly checked as part of our QM evaluation and improvements are made as necessary. These take account of our customers’ needs
and expectations. Staff at all levels of our company are obliged to both meet and to constantly
improve the specified requirements.

AST Beschichtungstechnik GmbH
Rudolf-Diesel-Straße 11
74585 Rot am See
Germany
+49 7955 9360 0
Ast@Thermcoat.de
www.Thermcoat.de

Our rollers and coatings always undergo these checks before they leave our premises:
• Inspection of all products even during the
• Balance tests in three stages
production process
• Endurance test bench
• Visual inspection of the product for
• Inspection for internal defects and
mechanical damage, contamination, etc.
surface cracks, e.g. using
• Run-out inspection to detect any
ultra-sound tests
imbalances
• 1,000-hour salt spray test

CONTACT

+1 512 225 1796
info@RigakuEDXRF.com
www.RigakuEDXRF.com

AST BESCHICHTUNGSTECHNIK GMBH

Coating / laminating
Rollers / sleeves
Services

CONTACT

Alexander Kleinert
Sales Manager
+49 7955 9360 45
Kleinert@Thermcoat.de
Reiner Weidinger
Managing Director
+49 7955 9360 0
Weidinger@Thermcoat.de
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TECHNICAL ROLLERS FROM DRECKSHAGE

THE
BÄUMERKNOW-HOW
KNOW-HOW
THE
BÄUMER

The business unit Technical Rolls produces precise idler and spreader rolls according to
customer specifications. Thanks to an extensive machine park with a large vertical range of
manufacture, DRECKSHAGE always offers the perfect solution. With the EconomicRoll® our
customer gets a well thought-out, cost-effective alternative to conventional aluminium idler
rolls, which offers additional technical advantages.

a competent
system
provider,
accompany
customersthrough
throughall
allproject
projectphases
phases –– startstartAs a As
competent
system
provider,
wewe
accompany
ourour
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ing
with
planning
and
construction,
production
and
assembly
to
the
provision
of
the
suitable,
ing with planning and construction, production and assembly to the provision of the suitable,
modular
control
software
after-sales
service.
modular
control
software
andand
ourour
after-sales
service.
no standstill
in our
company.
continuouslydevelop
developfurther
furtherwith
withthe
the requirements
requirements of
ThereThere
is noisstandstill
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company.
WeWe
continuously
of
our customers. Each new machine and system we develop is another step forward in innovation.
our customers. Each new machine and system we develop is another step forward in innovation.

OUR
OURPRODUCTS:
PRODUCTS:

We always offer our customers innovative state-of-the-art solutions that guarantee safe, efficient
We always offer our customers innovative state-of-the-art solutions that guarantee safe, efficient
and economical processes. The secret of our success is very simple: We listen to you.
and economical processes. The secret of our success is very simple: We listen to you.
Through experience and further development in the field of winding technology, we are constantly
Through
experience
and that
further
development
in the fieldand
of winding
technology,
are constantly
generating
solutions
ensure
optimum workflows
are already
part of ourwe
standard.

ORBITALneoplus-Series

generating solutions that ensure optimum workflows and are already part of our standard.

TAPSTER

We build your machine for processing web-shaped materials for industries such as: construction
We build
your machine
processing
web-shaped
materialstechnology,
for industries
such as:hygiene,
construction
and roofing
industry,for
insulation,
agriculture
and gardening,
automotive,
etc

ProfiSMART-Series

and roofing industry, insulation, agriculture and gardening, technology, automotive, hygiene, etc

ProfiMAT-Series

ProfiMAT-Series
ORBITALneoplus-Series

ProfiFLEX-Series

ProfiFLEX-Series
TAPSTER

ProfiSMART-Series

ProfiCAGE

ProfiCAGE

REELDOC

PAPER

KEY FACTS

Foundation: 1924
Number of employees: 206
Quality: DIN EN ISO 9001:2015
Business fields: 4
Technical rollers
Linear technology
Profiles + Systems
Materials
Sales area: Worldwide

PRODUCTS

Spreader Rolls
Idler Rolls
Custom Dead- & Live-Shaft Idler Rolls

INDUSTRIES

Extrusion & extrusion coating
Rollers / sleeves
Slitting / rewinding

CONTACT

August Dreckshage
GmbH & Co. KG
Walter-Werning-Straße 7
33699 Bielefeld
Germany
+49 521 9259 0
info@dreckshage.de
www.dreckshage.de
Your Contact
Sebastian Sewöster
Business Unit Director
+49 521 9259 286
s.sewoester@dreckshage.de
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PAPER

Developed and manufactured by DRECKSHAGE, the EconomicRoll® has exceptional stiffness
and roundness due to its design and geometry at an attractive price-performance ratio. Particularly noteworthy is the lower mass inertia of up to 25% compared to conventional aluminium rollers.
As an alternative to the EconomicRoll®, DRECKSHAGE also manufactures conventional aluminium rollers to customer specifications. With comprehensive services such as rubber coatings,
anti-adhesion coatings or surface treatments, we can provide you with everything from a single
source. With the EcoStretchRoll, DRECKSHAGE offers a completely new type of spreader roll
in addition to our idler rolls and EconomicRolls®.
There are no limits to the use of the EcoStrechRoll. Whether films, textiles or paper - the Eco
StretchRoll achieves optimum results in all areas.
Since its market launch at the end of 2016, the EcoStretchRoll has proven itself in a wide
variety of applications and is characterised above all by its application versatility, while at the
same time being extremely easy to handle. Particularly noteworthy is its use in extrusion and
coating lines. The EcoStretchRoll is now used by many customers in various assemblies. The big
advantage is the aspect that the same spreader roll can always be used regardless of the layer
thickness (<4µm), the web tension or the speed.

FOIL

FOIL

LAMINATES

LAMINATES

NONWOVEN

NONWOVEN

Some of our customers are looking for machines solutions, which should meet their very specific
None of our machines is there for the same as any other. We provide 100 percent
Somerequirements.
of our customers
are looking for machines solutions, which should meet their very specific
individual solutions for 100 percent individual requirements and by this focusing on intelligent and
requirements. None of our machines is there for the same as any other. We provide 100 percent
sturdy construction. You can´t find a supplier for your special application? Challenges are opportuindividual solutions for 100 percent individual requirements and by this focusing on intelligent and
nities for further development, so we are gladly accept them. Challenge us!

sturdy construction. You can´t find a supplier for your special application? Challenges are opportunities for further development, so we are gladly accept them. Challenge us!

NEW AT BÄUMER - ProfiMAT-Slitter
The high-performance all-rounder as a winder

NEW AT BÄUMER - ProfiMAT-Slitter
The high-performance all-rounder as a winder

NEW!

NEW!

Special Machines

PRODUCTS

ProfiMAT-Series
ORBITALneoplus-Series
ProfiFLEX-Series
TAPSTER
ProfiSMART-Series
Request
a non-binding offer:
ProfiCAGE
REELDOC
Request a non-binding offer:
Phone
+49Machines
5458 / 93661-0
Special
or:

Phone +49 5458 / 93661-0
www.baeumer-converting-machines.de
or:

www.baeumer-converting-machines.de

INDUSTRIES

Retrofits
Slitting / rewinding
Tapes & tape converting

Request a non-binding offer:
+49 5458 93661 0
or:
www.baeumer-converting-machines.de

Sebastian Sewöster, Business Unit Director

DRECKSHAGE is a modern trading and
manufacturing centre for linear technology, materials,
profiles and technical rollers. The company offers
its customers individual service and a wide range
of products from standard products to customised
solutions.

REELDOC

Special Machines

CONTACT

With our new Slitter, we offer our customers a real all-round talent. The machine is highly automated and yet easy to use. Thanks to the shortest set-up times, it is also ideally suitable for small
orders. Ask us!

With our new Slitter, we offer our customers a real all-round talent. The machine is highly automated and yet easy to use. Thanks to the shortest set-up times, it is also ideally suitable for small
orders. Ask us!

Bäumer GmbH
Bäumer
GmbH
converting
machines
converting
machines
Hauernweg
5
48496 Hopsten
Bäumer GmbH
Hauernweg
Germany 5
converting machines
48496 Hopsten / Germany
+49
5458
0
Phone
+49
5458 93661
/ 93661-0
Hauernweg
5
vertrieb@b-ft.de
email:
vertrieb@b-ft.de

48496 Hopsten / Germany
Phone +49 5458 / 93661-0
email: vertrieb@b-ft.de
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STM Series

TCA Series

TF Series

KEY FACTS

Founded in 1976 and based in
purpose-built facilities in Vanzaghello (MI), near Milano Malpensa Airport, Bimec has always operated in
the flexible packaging industry as
manufacturer of high quality slitter rewinders designed to convert plastic
materials, paper and laminates.

BIMEC S.R.L.
Thanks to the enthusiasm and passion of the founding family and a highly specialized staff,
Bimec offers a comprehensive range of slitter rewinders with the best equipment available and
provides them all over the world through its global sales network.
The key of Bimec’s success is the close cooperation with its customers: the company constantly
listens to the market in order to better meet its real requirements and offer a tailor-made solution.

PRODUCTS

Bimec’s product range comprises:
• Slitter rewinders
• Rewinders
• Reversible salvage rewinders

INDUSTRIES

+39 0331 307491
infobimec@bimec.it
www.bimec.it

Manufactured to the highest quality standards, Bimec’s slitter rewinders are worldwide appreciated for their Italian practical and functional design. Bimec’s machines can be tailored
to customer’s specific needs and integrated with other useful systems. Its product range is
composed by slitter rewinders, including an extensive series of models that can be divided in
two main groups:
• Dual spindle slitter rewinders group: comprising the STB brand models that are fully
equipped, offering quality and reliability; the STM series featuring high flexibility and
ergonomic design; the TF series designed in a compact version with unwinding and
rewinding on the same side.
• Duplex turret slitter rewinders group: composed by the TCA series, which offers high
performances, automatisms and quality, and the brand new BBOX Duplex Turret Slitter
Rewinder which stands out for its compactness, versatility and maximum efficiency.

Sales Department
+39 0331 307491
sales@bimec.it

Alongside its slitter rewinders, Bimec produces a series of ancillary equipment:
• BDM inspection rewinders
• Rewinders
• Unwinder
• Automatic and manual cardboard core cutters

Dual spindle slitter rewinders
Duplex turret slitter rewinders
Ancillary equipment

Slitting / rewinding

CONTACT

BIMEC S.r.L.
Via Monte Grappa 15
20020 Vanzaghello (MI)
Italy

• Shafted and shaftless unwinds
• Unwinder-rewinders
• Manual and automatic core cutters

TWINStar:
Compact register control system
with highest performance

KEY FACTS
Object recognition with CLS CAM 100 - State-of-the-Art Guiding

RELIABLE QUALITY WORLDWIDE:
The BST GmbH is a leading full-service provider of quality assurance systems for the web-processing industries. “More service” is standard with our products: BST systems not only ensure
consistent, first-class production results, but also play a significant part in the acceleration of
processes and the sustainable increase in productivity. We support our customers through the
entire production process – from the materials all the way to further processing. Your added
value: improved product qualities and higher efficiency – for more satisfied customers.
Founded in Bielefeld in 1979,
the BST GmbH today represents high-quality solutions for
• web guiding
• web monitoring
• 100% inspection
• color measurement
• color management
• register control
• automation
• process optimization and control
• surface inspection

High-end surface inspection with BST iPQ-Surface:
Customized to your requirements.

Earning Trust through Consistent Transparency
The BST GmbH represents trustworthiness, openness, and reliability. We merit these values by
taking our customers seriously and keeping our promises. We are reachable for you at any
time and, from the very beginning, make sure that you clearly see the progression of the entire
project.
Ms. Elena Bottoli
Mr. Davide Bottoli
Owners

Meeting our customers’
needs is our primary goal.
We keep on pursuing new
challenges, driven by our
enthusiasm, competence and
professionalism.
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BBOX Duplex Turret Slitter Rewinder

Innovations for a Demanding Market
Our company’s one-of-a kind innovative ability is a significant factor in our success. In recent
decades, we’ve continuously expanded our BST “family” with international sales companies
and subsidiaries as well as with new, groundbreaking products. Always in focus: the optimal fit
for our products to meet our customers’ needs.
Whether with individual components, standard applications, or compatible, networked
systems: The BST GmbH consistently impresses customers with its ideal solutions. We think
ahead in order to bring you ahead. That’s because we want you to be 100% satisfied with our
performance. And we’ll do everything we can to achieve this – today, and in the future, with
passion for perfection with all of our expertise.

• More than 50 years of
experience on the market
• Ten subsidiaries
• More than 50 BST agents
• More than 10,000 customers
worldwide
• Installations in over 100 countries
• More than 600 employees
worldwide
• Four international production
locations
• Member of the elexis and
SMS Group

PRODUCTS
CLS CAM 100
iPQ-Surface
TWINStar

INDUSTRIES

Flexo / gravure printing
Slitting / rewinding
Web inspection, test & measurement

CONTACT

BST GmbH
Remusweg 1
33729 Bielefeld
Germany
+49 521 400700
info@bst.group
www.bst.group
Your Contact
Ingo Ellerbrock
Head of Product Management
+49 521 400700
ingo.ellerbrock@bst.group
Sajid Malik
Global Sales Director
+49 521 400700
sajid.malik@bst.group
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®

A Delta ModTech Company

DELTA MODTECH - MACHINES ENGINEERED
FOR YOUR TOUGHEST CHALLENGE.
CONVERTING, PACKAGING AND COATING EQUIPMENT - For over 40 years we have
been providing our customers flexible, trust-worthy machines, reduced risk, and performance
that is unmatched in the industry. Building complete web converting and packaging machines
out of proven, flexible modules gets you to market faster, with less risk and less downtime. Our
modules have already proven their superior precision, validation and compliance capabilities.

KEY FACTS

The Inspection Expert
Founded 1985
Over 15,000 installed systems,
300+ employees

PROCESS KNOWLEDGE - Serving customers in many industries has giving us web handling
expertise you won’t find anywhere else. Die cutting, placement, lamination, pouching, coating,
advanced integration, we’ve done it all. Our customers drive us to continually develop innovative modules that meet and more often exceed production goals.

INDUSTRIES

Automation technology
Coating / laminating
Die cutting, embossing, perforating
Drying / curing

CONTACT

Delta ModTech
8445 Bunker Lake Blvd. NW
Minneapolis, MN 55303
USA
+1 763-755-7744
contact@deltamodtech.com
www.deltamodtech.com
Your Contact
Anders Haag
Business Development
+46 706 97 24 34
ahaag@deltamodtech.com

EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE - Servicing our customer’s needs has always been our highest priority, we focus on quick efficient solutions to keep your machines running to their full potential.
To back up this philosophy, we have a full service staff made up of Engineers and Technicians
available for on-site or in most cases remote access troubleshooting through the internet.
MARKETS SERVED
• Automotive: Gaskets, Adhesive pads, Metalized labels
• Electronics: Flex circuits, Touchscreens, Laser Ablation, Batteries
• Consumer: Cosmetics, Orthopedics, Filtration
• Labels: Digital Finishing, RFID, Multi-laminates, Holograms
• Medical: Woundcare, Ostomy, Point of Care
• Pharmaceutical: Transdermals, Dissolvable Films, IVD
• with Coating & Drying by:

FRONTIER - A DELTA MODTECH COMPANY
Frontier has successfully developed custom coating and drying solutions for over 30 years.
Featuring a world class Coating Technology Lab, which paves the way for production equipment by researching, developing and troubleshooting methods for coating and drying new or
existing products.
The combination of Delta ModTech and Frontier provides complete turnkey
solutions for existing and future customers.

DR. SCHENK GMBH
Your quality requirements take priority: no matter the material, no matter the application.
Even the smallest defects and variations in materials can generate great losses in product quality and profitability and increase follow-up costs substantially. Dr. Schenk inspection systems
are configured to match your specific application and space requirements.
At the heart of our inspection solutions are our proprietary high-speed cameras. They offer
reliable inspection results even at extremely high production speeds. Each Dr. Schenk camera
scans every defect twice. The result is an optimized signal-to-noise ratio and increased sensitivity, for example to reliably detect low-contrast defects. The high-speed technology enables
140,000 scans / s while seamlessly interacting with our Sirius Light Technology (SLT). Thanks
to ultra-bright illumination technology we deliver up to 10x more light than conventional
inspection solutions do. Adjustable mounting brackets on illumination and camera beams
optimize transmission illumination, reflection illumination and our special oblique illumination.
With MIDA (multiple image defect analysis) every defect is viewed from multiple perspectives,
making even hard-to-detect defects visible. Compact architecture saves precious space in your
production line and minimizes the number of cameras required.
A freely configurable dashboard enables
users to display a running defect map for
live visualization of defects and qualification
of material. Other windows, such as mosaic
view, MIDA display and monitoring can be
added. Optimized by artificial intelligence
(MIDA X) a Dr. Schenk inspection solution can
accurately and automatically classify defects.
The better defects are classified the less waste
is produced - this saves time and money while
facilitating sustainable production.

TECHNOLOGY LEADER

• MIDA (multiple image defect
analysis)
• MIDA X artificial intelligence for
optimized defect segmentation &
classification
• SLT (Sirius Light Technology)

PRODUCTS

• EasyInspect: local defect detection
• EasyMeasure: large area
properties monitoring
• MIDA X: AI-based defect
segmentation and classification
optimization

CATEGORIES

Surface inspection
Web inspection, test & measurement
Control, test & measurement

CONTACT

Dr. Schenk GmbH
Bussardstr. 2
82166, Graefelfing
GERMANY
+49 89 85695 0
www.drschenk.com

Michael Dobler
Managing Director

“We are so confident in the superiority of our
cameras that they are backed by the most powerful
warranty in the inspection industry”, says Michael
Dobler, Managing Director at Dr. Schenk GmbH,
Germany about the company granting a
10-year camera warranty.”
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Your Contact: Vladimir Arnstein
Director of Sales
+49 89 85695 0
www.drschenk.com/contact.html
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Eltex-Elektrostatik-GmbH
Your Electrostatic Experts in the Converting Industry
As a leading manufacturer of electrostatic solutions, our product
portfolio offers a wide range of discharge systems to eliminate
the undesirable side effects of electrostatics.

The best Eltex solution
for each application

Erhardt+Leimer
Automation and Vision Systems
Your strong partner in the converting industry

INDUSTRIES

As the market leader, we offer our customers a product portfolio in a
class of its own: high-precision components for web position control for
a wide range of materials and web tension control to reduce production
downtime and thus costs. Let us impress you with the quality of our
long-lasting products.

CONTACT

Rewinding and Unwinding
ELWINDER

Accessories / equipment
Control, test & measurement
Retrofits

Eltex-Elektrostatik-GmbH
Blauenstraße 67-69
79576 Weil am Rhein
GERMANY
+49 7621 7905 422
info@eltex.de
www.eltex.de

Your Contact
Lukas Hahne
Managing Director
+49 7621 7905 422
lukas.hahne@eltex.de

“When it comes to solving
discharge problems, our
customers benefit from
the competent advice
provided by Eltex experts,
the exchange of application
knowledge and technological
know-how.
Whatever the electrostatic
requirements of the processing
industry are, Eltex has the
appropriate key to solving the
problem.“
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POWER IONIZER –

flexION air –

high-end discharge for maximum
discharge performance

air-supported discharging
bar for larger distances

The power supply is set apart by its easy
operation, LED display for the visualization
of the current values and its integrated
function and malfunction monitoring.
The high-tech power supply is networkcapable and can be integrated into various
bus systems. The criteria of Industry 4.0 are
fulfilled. With a four-year warranty and a ten
year repair option, Eltex offers a safe and
sustainable solution for its POWER IONIZER.

Due to the free-standing spring tip, the
bar achieves a very high passive discharge
effect, even at low AC high voltage. A
minimum air flow of only 1 bar is sufficient
for the ions to reach the object to be
discharged, even near grounded machine
parts. This is especially helpful in
applications with varying distances, such
as discharging on a winder. The bar can
be operated with or without air support.

Precision, power reserves and dynamics during winding and unwinding of
the web, are the essential things for smooth production. With our winding
components, you get a package comprised of an actuator — with wearfree, brushless technology — as well as a color line sensor for maximum
accuracy and maximum flexibility. With its integrated intelligent light
source, the sensor automatically selects the best illumination for your
optimum result.

Web guiding system
ELGUIDER
Our pivoting frames have an Ethernet-based, integrated fieldbus interface
and can thus be easily connected to any common PLC. Commissioning,
operation and maintenance are very easy thanks to our web-based management. This gives you access to all functions at any time with any common
browser. A support beam connects position controller, output stage and
Ethernet switch in a compact design.

KEY FACTS
Networkable
High-precision
Durable

PRODUCTS

FE 52 - ELWINDER
DRB33 + VS 80 ELGUIDER
PA 62 - ELTENS

INDUSTRIES

Accessories / equipment
Control, test & measurement
Web inspection, test & measurement

CONTACT

Erhardt+Leimer GmbH
Albert-Leimer-Platz 1
86391 Stadtbergen
Germany
+49 821 2435 0
www.erhardt-leimer.de

Web tension system
ELTENS

Eltex Toolbox
for a wide range of problem
solutions
Some applications require the smallest
possible electrodes. Sometimes, even
passive discharge will do. In order to
comply with the wide variety of requirements for an efficient and sustainable
discharging product, Eltex offers multiple
components that, when put together in a
modular fashion, provide the best solution.

Our ELTENS system load cells reliably help you maintain full control over
production. With the diverse analysis and networking options, a measurement or control can be seamlessly integrated into the process. Whether
stand-alone, through digital I/O‘s or via Ethernet - you always have full
access to actual web tension values, limit values or alarms. We help you
to produce the highest quality at all times.

Your Contact
Dirk Schröder
Sales Divison Manger
+49 821 2435 627
d.schroeder@erhardt-leimer.com

“Comprehensive networking
alone brings complete
control in a subject as
complex as converting and thus a predictable and
controllable result.”
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FMS FORCE MEASURING SYSTEMS

FMS-segFORCE. MEASURING ROLLER WITH
MULTIPLE, INDEPENDENT FORCE SENSORS.
„Experience a new dimension of flexibility with up to
40 measured values across the web width.“
This is how Thomas Lammer,
Head of Product Development, sums up the innovation from FMS.

KEY FACTS

Would you like to optimize your
production plant? Are you planning to build a new machine?
FMS is market leader in the field of
web tension measurement / control
and specialist for customized web
guiding solutions. Utilizing the latest
technology, high quality components
and a firm understanding of customer
applications our solutions help you to
build and operate durable machines
with maximum productivity and profitability.

PRODUCTS

Equipment for web tension
measurement, web guiding,
platform scales

INDUSTRIES

Accessories / equipment
Coating / laminating
Control, test & measurement
Finishing
Slitting / rewinding
Web inspection, test & measurement

CONTACT

FMS Force Measuring Systems
Aspstrasse 6
8154 Oberglatt
Switzerland
+41 44 852 80 80
info@fms-technology.com
www.fms-technology.com
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Your benefits
// monitoring of smallest
tension deviations
from segment to
segment
// customized configuration
// easy retrofit and
installation
// full system integration

Slitter / Rewinder. Do you know the tension of all individual web sections?
The FMS-segFORCE measuring roller now offers producers and machine builders in the
converting industry the possibility to precisely measure the web tension of individual slit webs.
Especially with very thin and stretchable materials and in compact machines, this places the
highest demands on the technology.
• Clear display of different tension values of the
individual webs
• Quick detection of faulty winding or differential friction shafts
Scheme of two measuring rollers in a slitter / rewinder. The
offset of the individual segments from one measuring roll
to the other is clearly visible. Minimal deviations in tension
between the individual web sections quickly become visible.

Coating. Can you detect irregular tension across the web?
The FMS-segFORCE measuring roller provides a very high resolution of tension values across
the web width. These are the best prerequisites for processing very sensitive materials or processes with higher requirements (process data acquisition, digital roll protocol, Industry 4.0).
• Up to 40 measuring points along one roller
• Tension profile for best understanding of the
process
• Fast detection and elimination of process or
material-related faults and malfunctions
• Fast quality assessment of the delivered parent
rolls
The readings of the individual segments are displayed in a
so-called tension profile. This allows qualified statements
on process or material quality to be made at a glance.
Process- or material-related faults and malfunctions can be
easily identified over time.

KEY FACTS

GEW (EC) LIMITED
Renowned for its ‘customer-first’ approach, GEW is the world leader in mercury arc UV and
UV LED curing systems for the printing, coating and converting sectors.
Web converters, as well as industrial manufacturers who produce three-dimensional parts and
assemblies of all shapes, sizes and materials, often apply functional UV curable coatings at various
stages of the production process. Industrial coatings are designed to alter or improve the mechanical, physical and protective surface features of manufactured items or enhance visual appearance.
Manufacturing processes that coat, convert, and finish a wide range of industrial and consumer products rely on a mix of UV application technologies including various roll and flow
coaters, offset, flexo, and gravure transfer methods, as well as dispensing, spraying, vacuum
coating, vapour deposition, and atomising systems, all of which can be seamlessly integrated
into coating lines with GEW’s mercury arc systems, UV LED curing technology and even hybrid
ArcLED systems that provide the ability to quickly swap between the two.
The benefits offered to coaters and converters when using GEW’s UV curing systems includes
the instant cure of coatings in-line with other production processes with negligible heat transfer
to thermally sensitive parts, faster machine speeds and reduced machine footprint, immediate
slitting, re-winding, stacking, assembling and packing of coated parts, and superior lightfastness, weatherability, and chemical, scratch and stain resistance, as well as many more.
GEW’s UV curing systems, whether arc, UV LED or hybrid ArcLED, come powered by GEW’s
RHINO power systems, which are available in a range of sizes up to 27kW and can be purchased with a 5-year warranty. They meet the highest international safety standards, including
an ETL listing. GEW’s systems are controlled with a touchscreen HMI,
which is connected to the internet, allowing GEW’s Remote Monitoring
System to provide 24/7 pre-emptive Industry 4.0 support to coaters and
converters worldwide, to ensure minimal downtime on their machines.
					

GEW designs and manufactures arc
and UV LED curing systems for printing,
coating and converting applications.
With headquarters in the UK and subsidiaries in Germany and the United
States, the company serves an international customer base with sales, service
and support available worldwide.

PRODUCTS

NUVA2 / E4C / LeoLED

INDUSTRIES
Drying / curing
Retrofits
Services

CONTACT

GEW (EC) Limited
Crompton Way
Crawley
West Sussex
RH10 9QR
+44 1737 824 500
sales@gewuv.com
www.gewuv.com

Find out more:

David Lyus, International Sales Manager

“With our traditional arc systems and newer LED and
Excimer products, GEW has a UV curing solution
for almost every application. The combination of
decades of experience and the presence of our
Remote Monitoring service to provide first class
technical support, produce a formidable combination
that is unparalleled around the world.”

Your Contact: Bernd Prattl
Sales Manager DACH
+49 173 323 0198
bprattl@gewuv.com
David Lyus
International Sales Manager
+44 7713 085 381
dlyus@gewuv.com
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IPCO is a leading manufacturer of industrial processing systems
based on steel belts and other process technologies. Renowned for
engineering excellence, design innovation and focus on customer
support, our services range from consultancy and system design
to manufacture, installation and on-going support including full
maintenance and repair services and training for in-house teams.

Film casting units

JAGENBERG CONVERTING SOLUTIONS GMBH
Turnkey solutions from one source
As a reliable, competent and innovative partner, Jagenberg Converting Solutions GmbH
provides turnkey solutions from one source. We bundle the competencies and long-term experiences of more than 500 employees from Jagenberg Group companies and complement
these, depending on the requirements, with solutions from our strategic partners. Our equipment delivers the performance you need for finishing of demanding web-shaped materials for
Battery and Decor applications. Our coating and printing equipment is paired with the right
drying technology to provide the best outcome for your application.

KEY FACTS

• Global industrial process
solutions company
• Annual sales 200 million €
• 650 employees
• Presence in 35+ countries
• Part of Swedish Wallenberg group

PRODUCTS

KEY FACTS

Steel belt conveyor
Venturi drying module
Up- and downstream equipment

INDUSTRIES

Ceramic sheets
Coating / laminating
Drying / curing
Medical membranes
Optical films

CONTACT

IPCO Germany GmbH
Salierstrasse 35
70736 Fellbach
Germany
+49 711 5105 0
info.ipde@ipco.com
www.ipco.com

IPCO’s single belt film casting units offer a range of benefits including ultra-efficient
continuous production and the ability to cast very thin films to fine tolerances. This
process can be used to produce microporous membranes of a quality unattainable
by any other method. And also films with high quality and narrow tolerances.
In this process, a steel belt is coated with
the liquid product. The cast layer is then
conveyed on the belt through a series of
carefully controlled phases. This involves heat
and mass transfer in the evaporation process
or a controlled phase separation process in
a precipitation section. The uniformity of the
adjusted process parameters is key for the
required high product quality.

We are the general contractor for turnkey projects
We integrate state-of-the-art components into a single solution that is aligned with your performance requirements. Not more, not less, but to the point. Typically, our scope of supply
includes the following:
• Integration of components (winding technology, coating systems, drying technology,
drive & controls, steel frames, web guiding systems, ducting, sensors, product surveillance,
connection to ERP systems, etc.)
• CE-conform documentation
• Turnkey installation of the equipment
• Commissioning
• Training
• Support during approvals
• Service
• And finally, continuously developing the technology together with our customers and
suppliers

Once these processes have been completed, the solid formed or transformed product
is removed from the belt. At this stage the product will be either in final or “green”
form; the latter requiring further processing such as post drying, leaching or stretching.

Your Contact:
Udo Huber
Global Product Manager Film Casting
+49 711 5105 202
udo.huber@ipco.com
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PRODUCTS

Turnkey Solutions
Coating & Printing Equipment
Service

INDUSTRIES

Coating / laminating
Drying / curing
Flexo / gravure printing
Services
Slitting / rewinding

CONTACT

Venturi dryer
IPCO’s innovative Venturi drying system for film casting applications delivers
significant improvements in product quality while also enhancing production
efficiency. A slot die applies the liquid product on the steel belt. Within the IPCO
Venturi dryer the solvent – aqueous or organic – is evaporated quickly, leaving the
end product almost free of tension. The drying starts right after casting the liquid
on the steel belt minimizing skin formation. Evaporation of the solvent is induced by
heating the steel belt and the solvent vapours are carried away without the drying
air touching the sensitive product surface. This technology is most beneficial for low
boiling solvents and slow-moving conveyors.

• Integration of components
(winding&drying technology,
coating systems, steel frames, web
guiding systems, ducting, sensors,
connection to ERP systems etc)
• CE-conform documentation
• Turnkey installation
• Commissioning
• Training
• Support during approvals
• Service

Your Contact:
Thomas Lebbing
Managing Director (LIB)
+49 2871 2412 200
thomas.lebbing@
jagenberg-converting.com

Guido Lebbing
Managing Director (Decor)
+49 2871 2412 300
guido.lebbing@
jagenberg-converting.com

Dr. Stephan Witt
Managing Director
+49 2151 934099 60
stephan.witt@
jagenberg-converting.com

Jagenberg Converting
Solutions GmbH
Konrad-Zuse-Str. 16
46397 Bocholt
Germany
+49 2871 2412 500
info@jagenberg-converting.com
www.jagenberg-converting.com
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JURMET SP. Z O.O. SP. K.
Jurmet provides modern slitting and rewinding solutions for packaging industry. The manufactured slitters are offered from entry level to high end solutions.

KEY FACTS

Established: 1989
No of employees: 70
Type of company: family run
Location: Poland

PRODUCTS
Slitters
Rewinders
Core cutters

INDUSTRIES

We offer duplex slitters, turret slitters and mono-shaft slitters depending on the application.
The various combinations of slitting sections, tensions, and other solutions allow to cover wide
range of slit materials from thin aluminium film to rigid laminates and paper. High-end automatic solutions such as knife setting, laser beam, and web guide combined together in SMART
CONVERTING mode used in the machines allow to set it in Touch Screen panel to a pre-set
and memorised job recipe by one click. Such a solution increases significantly productivity and
reduces dead times.
The entire production process, from mechanical design to manufacturing, assembly and
creation of software is carried out in the JURMET modern factory, which allows full control
over individual processes and quick adaptation to the individual needs of customers. We
provide remote service via cloud technology or direct visits of skilled field engineers delivering
installation on site, training, support, and upgrades over the entire life of the slitters.

Slitting / rewinding
Converting equipment

In addition Jurmet runs its own R&D department which cooperates with technical universities in
order to develop advanced solutions for innovative materials.

CONTACT

Jurmet slitters feature latest solutions related to Industry 4.0 and Smart Converting concept
which include high level of automation as well as data management. The converting
equipment offered by Jurmet has been appreciated by international companies from many
countries.

Jurmet Sp. z o.o. Sp. K.
ul. Antoniewo 8
87-162 Lubicz
+48 56 678 27 77
+48 56 678 27 78
sales@jurmet.com
www.jurmet.com

JAKOB WEISS & SÖHNE GMBH
More than 70 years of experience and competence as a machine manufacturer make Jakob
Weiß & Söhne one of the most competent suppliers in the field of coating and finishing technology. Main activities are the conception and realization of complex plants and machines
as well as the modernization and extension of existing customer plants for the coating and
finishing of materials from the most diverse branches of industry.
Through direct involvement in various research projects and the cooperation with universities
and institutes, we constantly develop new innovative solutions for our customers. Supported by
Jakob Weiß & Söhne, our customers are able to offer products of the highest quality.
To complement our mechanical engineering solutions, we offer additional know-how in the
area of consulting to optimize manufacturing processes. Whether in mechanics or in control
engineering, we find and realize the optimal solution. Take advantage of the synergies of Jakob Weiß & Söhne for individual solutions or for the modernization of your existing production
or pilot plants. In order to carry out coating and finishing tests, we have the possibility to use a
variety of different application processes in our technical center. Whether it is a flotation dryer
or a belt dryer, we offer the optimum drying process with the appropriate application method.

KEY FACTS

Over 70 years of experience in the
field of coating and finishing enables
JWS to offer highly effecient machinery for many industries i.e. Fuelcell
and Batteries, Building Materials,
Textiles and Films, Automotive, Chemical and Medical Technique.

PRODUCTS

Coating and Finishing Machines
Embossing and Smoothing Calender
Laminating Machines

INDUSTRIES

Coating / laminating
Finishing
Retrofits
Slitting / rewinding

CONTACT

Jakob Weiß & Söhne GmbH
Neulandstraße 10
74889 Sinsheim
Germany
+49 7261 9153 0
kontakt@jws-online.de
www.jws-online.de

Especially for new product developments, the modular and multifunctional pilot plant PCS-30
is available in our pilot plant. With a wide variety of multifunctional finishing systems in modular design, we can help you to carry out your product developments and process optimizations
quickly and efficiently without affecting the resources of your production facilities.
Please contact us. We will find the ideal solution for you.
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Your Contact
Jochen Edelmann
CTO
+49 7261 9153 0
j.edelmann@jws-online.de
Ralf Schmidt
Sales Engineer
+49 7261 9153 0
r.schmidt@jws-online.de
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SLITTER.WINDER.KAMPF.

Efficient Waste Extraction Systems

FLEXIBLES.SLITTER.SOLUTION.

PRODUCTS

Slitters
Rewinders
Winders
Service
Digital solutions
Automation technology

MARKET POSITION

World’s largest Manufactures of
slitters, rewinders and winders

EMPLOYEES

Kampf Schneid- und Wickeltechnik GmbH & Co. KG has been a major technology leader in
slitting and winding technology for more than hundred years. The company, based in Wiehl
near Cologne, employs a total of nearly 800 employees. Its product range includes slitting
and winding machines, winders, narrow-cut slitting and special machines for manufacturing
and processing web-shaped plastic film, composite materials, laminated and aluminium foil,
as well as non-wovens, label stock and refined paper.
KAMPF is the world‘s biggest manufacturer of roll slitting and winding machines and winder
for films. Exports account for approx. 90% of sales. The company has subsidiaries in the USA,
China, India and associated Atlas Converting UK as well as international sales and service
offices.
Atlas Converting Equipment Ltd. with headquarters in Bedford, UK was established in 1976
and joined the Jagenberg Group in December 2020. The manufacturer of slitting and winding
machines for processing flexible films and flexible packaging applications as well as further
webshaped materials has an excellent reputation and it’s products are well established all
over the world.

Approx. 800 worldwide

CONTACT

Kampf Schneid- und
Wickeltechnik
Mühlener Straße 36-42
51674 Wiehl
Germany
+49 2262 81 0
info@kampf.de
www.kampf.de
Atlas Converting Equipment Ltd
8 Wolseley Road, Woburn Road
Industrial Estate, Kempston, Bedford,
MK42 7XT, United Kingdom
+44 1234 852 553
sales.atlas@atlasconverting.com
www.atlasconverting.com

Workshop Wiehl

KAMPF and Atlas will strengthen
their innovative power and will
widen the combined range of solutions. Together they will offer the
highest level of expertise regarding
application & process knowledge,
as well as automation and digitisation. Worldwide customers will
benefit from their extensive market
experience, the widest application
references and the best combined
global services.

On their way to becoming a solution provider, the companies intend to further optimize the
efficiency of their customers‘ production through the interaction of networked machines, automation, digitization and comprehensive services.

The KAMPF Dual Turret Sitter Rewinder ConSlitter
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Efficient Waste Extraction Systems

Take your production to the next level with
pneumatic conveying solutions
designed for the converting industry.
Remove and convey trim and waste, improve production
efficiency, and keep your work environment clean using a
pneumatic system.
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Particularly well-suited when a
strong suction effect is essential,
such as by removal of paper trim.
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KRAIBURG WALZENFERTIGUNG GMBH A MEMBER OF THE KRAIBURG-GROUP

KEY FACTS

KRAIBURG Walzenfertigung produces
rubber-coated rollers for almost all
industrial sectors and purposes for
nearly 50 years. The roller production,
based in Geretsberg/Upper Austria,
offers rollers in various designs. With the
most modern production facilities and
extensive rubber know-how even the
most demanding custom-made products
can be realized for our customers.

PRODUCTS

Rubber rollers
Rubber roller coatings

INDUSTRIES

Coating / laminating
Rollers / sleeves

CONTACT

KRAIBURG Walzenfertigung GmbH
Webersdorf 11
5132 Geretsberg
AUSTRIA
+43 7748 7241 0
info@kraiburg-walzen.at
www.kraiburg-walzen.de

MORE THAN JUST ROLLER COVERINGS
As a specialist in rubber compounding and roller covering, KRAIBURG Walzenfertigung offers
a number of special advantages in a unique combination:
• The combination of the experience of the leading manufacturer of rubber roller compounds and the precision of a performance and quality-oriented roller production.
• The competence to develop roller cover solutions for meeting your very special
requirements
• In addition, a surface program that ranges from normal grinding to polishing and
superfinishing, from convex shape to grooving, according on the desired design
• Last but not least, you as our customer benefit from our complete range (roller cores and
roller covers) to achieve a significant reduce of your workload.
Are you looking for very special rollers
coatings?
Do you need roller solutions tailored to
your application?
We bring in all of our expertise about
roll coverings and rubber materials to
offer the right and best technological and
commercial solution for your application
to you.
In many industries the properties of the rubber roller has tremendous influence on the quality
of the final product. With the roller that is tailored to your specific application conditions you
move ahead in your business.
We go along with you as a reliable partner.
Well-rounded in all:
Roll cores and coatings from out of one-stop production.
The cores (e.g. made of steel, stainless steel, aluminium, titanium, GRP, CFRP) are made according to customer’s specifications or our own design proposals. Our roll coverings on many
years of experience and with high-quality rubber mixtures from our own production.
Rubber coating of rollers and rolls
Proven formulations ensure the desired properties, but also new solutions can be tailored
especially to customer requirements. Whether pre-grinded or polished, whether cylindrical or
cambered, whether smooth or grooved, the surface program of the roll covers is as varied as
the requirements of our customers.
Rubberized sleeves
Whether cylindrical, conical, conductive or insulating, we offer GRP sleeves for flexo and
gravure printing, as well as for a variety of other applications. We have a large inventory with
all common dimensions. We also provide recovering on used sleeves.
Rubber hoses and rings
We manufacture rubber hoses and rings in almost all dimensions according to customer
requirements. This also includes special coil mandrel covers for the steel industry or feeding
rings for the ski industry.

Your Contact: Ralf Metzger
Sales Director
+43 7748 7241 0
ralf.metzger@kraiburg-walzen.at
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Polyurethane (PU) coatings
PU-coated rollers and rollers are characterized by extreme abrasion and cut resistance. In addition, a high tear resistance, excellent elasticity and a very good chemical resistance against
many contact media are the outstanding properties.

KEY FACTS

LEBBING AUTOMATION & DRIVES GMBH
Company profile:
Founded in 1998, now a subsidiary of Jagenberg AG, Lebbing are global specialists for the
conceptual design, construction and manufacture of automation and drive systems for web
processing machinery. 90 highly motivated employees stationed at the company headquarters in Bocholt as well as at the business units in Krefeld, OWL and Spartanburg/US
are meeting the technical challenges of our time. We see ourselves as a partner to both,
mechanical engineers and machine operators. This viewpoint from twin perspectives enables
us to provide comprehensive, solution-oriented advice to customers across a wide spectrum of
industries. Lebbing provides tailor-made solutions for industrial customers who require efficient
and smooth production processes.
Products & services:
Lebbing is specialized in turnkey drive-, control, SCADAand data systems for endless
web production facilities, e.g.
for coating-, printing-, paper-,
film- and foil converting equipment. From conceptual design
to project planning, through
the entire project duration
right up to after-sales service
(24/7) we are available
to our customers. Not only
when it comes to drive and
automation technology for new machines, but also for the modernization and optimation
(retrofitting) of existing technology as well as safety upgrades. Lebbing is certified according
to DIN ISO 9001:2015 and a Siemens-Solution-Partner for more than 15 years. We also offer
a variety of different hardware solutions (e.g. Allen Bradley, SEW, Lenze, Eurotherm ...).

• Your partner for automation,
drives, retrofits, data systems,
safety and 24/7 services for
web processing machinery
• Part of Jagenberg Group
• Siemens Solution Partner
• Certified according to DIN EN
ISO 9001:2015
• Bocholt, Krefeld, OWL,
Spartanburg/US

PRODUCTS

Automation & Drives
Panel Shop (UL 508a)
Service 24/7

INDUSTRIES

Automation technology
Retrofits
Software

CONTACT

Lebbing automation & drives GmbH
Konrad-Zuse-Str. 16
46397 Bocholt
Germany
+49 2871 2412 0
info@lebbing.com
www.lebbing.com

Your Contact:
Thomas Lebbing
Managing Director
thomas.lebbing@lebbing.com
Guido Lebbing
Managing Director
guido.lebbing@lebbing.com
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MEECH INTERNATIONAL
Meech International has a long-standing presence in a variety of sectors, including the converting industry, and over the past 50 years our company has become one of the leading specialist
developers and manufacturers of electrostatic control equipment and related solutions.
Converters need to take notice of static for a number of reasons. Aside from potentially generating harmful operator shocks, static attracts dirt and dust when it is present within the production
line. The introduction of effective static control can lead to improved output quality, reduced
downtime and therefore an improvement in profitability and customer satisfaction.
In addition to our impressive range of anti-static solutions, the Meech product range also
covers contact and non-contact web cleaning systems. Chief among these for converters is
the CyClean™ and the CyClean-R™, which was designed in response to strong demand for
a compact, high performance, non-contact web cleaning system. Through the application
of advanced computational fluid dynamics, Meech has optimised the cleaning efficiency of
CyClean to remove contamination to below 1 micron. At a time when converters need to
minimise wastage and achieve higher levels of productivity, it is important to capitalise on the
strengths of highly efficient contact and non-contact web-cleaning systems for an excellent
surface finish.
CyClean Non-Contact Web Cleaner

KEY FACTS

Maxcess helps customers run better, faster and smarter with solutions
for rotary dies and support tooling,
guiding and inspection, slitting and
winding, tension control, and precision rolls offering global service and
support through an unrivaled network
of application experts.

PRODUCTS

• Fife DSE-45 Digital Sensor
• Tidland PressureMax
• Tidland Control Series Electronic
Knifeholder

INDUSTRIES

Knives & knife holders
Slitting / rewinding
Web inspection, test & measurement

CONTACT

Maxcess International
1211 22nd St #804
60523, Oak Brook
United States
+1 844 629 2377
sales@maxcessintl.com
www.maxcessintl.com
Customer Service
+1 844 629 2377
customerservice@maxcessintl.com
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Industrial Static Control
Web Cleaning
Surface Cleaning Technology

Maxcess helps its customers maximize productivity through innovative products and services
worldwide. By combining more than 400 years of global service and support across the
storied product brands of RotoMetrics, Fife, Tidland, MAGPOWR, Webex, Valley Roller and
Componex, Maxcess offers an unrivaled network of application experts and end-to-end web
handling solutions to help you work better, faster and smarter.

INDUSTRIES

Accessories / equipment
Control, test & measurement
Web inspection, test & measurement

Visit us online at www.maxcessintl.com.

We also offer service and support, in-plant training seminars, process line audits and process
design assistance worldwide.

Meech engineers and manufactures
a range of industrial Static Control,
Web and Surface Cleaning technology designed to optimise customers
productivity. Meech products are
used in many industries around the
world including the Coating and
Converting sector.

PRODUCTS

MAXCESS INTERNATIONAL

We offer a wide range of accessory products and services for web processes. These products
include solid dies, magnetic cores and flexible dies, web guiding systems, web inspection systems, core chucks, core repair devices, core shafts, slitting knifeholders, automated and manual
slitting positioning systems, tension controllers, pneumatic and magnetic particle brakes and
clutches, a wide range of load cells or tension sensors, rubber covered rolls, heat transfer rolls,
vacuum rolls, idlers and bowed rolls.

KEY FACTS

CONTACT
Hyperion 960IPS Pulsed DC Ionising Bar

Meech routinely responds to customer feedback when designing systems for static control and
web cleaning applications. This means that our customers in the converting industry can rest
assured that our products will answer their specific needs. Whether it’s developing ionising
bars for specific OEMs or designing web cleaners that incorporate fluid dynamic principles to
achieve higher levels of cleanliness, we are constantly innovating our products and services.

Keith Laakko
Global Vice President,
Marketing & Business Development

Chris Francis
Meech CEO

“Maxcess continues on cross training our
organization, combining complementary strengths
of each of our brands of RotoMetrics, Fife, Tidland,
MAGPOWR, Webex, Valley Roller, and Componex.
Additionally, our experts provide global service and
support with end-to-end web handling knowledge.“

“Truly successful companies must have the right
team in place, a team that is able to work together
to achieve a common goal. We have that team
at Meech, and our common goal is to design and
manufacture innovative solutions that optimise our
customers productivity.”

Meech Elektrostatik SA
Kaiserbaracke 166
4780 St Vith
Belgium
+49 651 468637
mesa@meech.com
www.meech.com

Your Contact: Ralph Simon
Sales Director MESA
+32 80 670 204
mesa@meech.com
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ME.RO SPA
ME.RO was founded in the 1960s and has always
operated in the field of electronic devices for
surface treatment of plastic materials. The Italian
company is now famous for its construction of generators for Corona treatment, plasma treatment
(atmospheric and under vacuum applications)
and induction sealing.
ME.RO can supply Corona treatment systems of
all sizes; not surprisingly, the largest BOPP film
processing systems currently available in the
world, as much as 10 m wide and running at
speeds of up to 675 m/min, have been delivered
by ME.RO.

Recently we have supplied a few 7 meters wide treaters for the CPP
industry and this fact demonstrates that the most important players in this
field are relying on Mero technology for their lines.
Coating and laminating has always been a key market for ME.RO. In
this particular field we have done applications up to 800-1.000 m/min.

KEY FACTS

Our automatic die cutting machines
of the MEDESA series are the result
of decades of experience and are
characterized by intuitive usability,
short maintenance and repair times
as well as maximum economic efficiency.

SECTORS

Foil converting
Lids and Label production
Industrial blanks
Battery electrodes

INDUSTRIES

Die cutting machines
Cutting tools
Embossing units

CONTACT

Mendel RG-Systems GmbH
Simoniusstraße 40
88239 Wangen im Allgäu
Germany
Your Contact
H.- Dieter Mendel
Managing Director
+49 7522 79540
dmendel@mendel-rgs.de
www.mendel-rgs.de
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In the field of Plasma systems for metallizers, ME.RO has developed in
the last year a new Power Supply working at higher frequency and with
a New Arc Management System which leads to NO untreated areas
during production.

KEY FACTS

ME.RO is manufacturing corona treaters since the year 1963.
With over 10.000 treaters running
across the entire world, we are between the top leaders for this market.
Quality, competence and fast service
are since always the points of force
of ME.RO that make us appreciate
by the most important players of the
plastic film industry.

PRODUCTS
Corona treaters
Plasma treaters

INDUSTRIES

Accessories / equipment
Pretreatment

CONTACT

ME.RO Spa
Via Balestreri 430
55100 Ponte a Moriano-Lucca
Italy
+39-0583-406060
info@mero.it
www.mero.it
Your Contact
Armando Mennucci
Managing Director
+39-0583-406060
armando.mennucci@mero.it
Massimo Michelini
Sales Assistant
+39-0583-406060
massimo.michelini@mero.it
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WELCOME TO MLT MICRO LASER TECHNOLOGY GMBH IN MUNICH!
KEY FACTS

MLT GmbH from Munich. We are
your partner for industrial laser systems
for the packaging industry and film
converting. Whether laser scoring,
perforation or cutting of contours, our
laser systems are always adaptable
for optimal production processes.

PRODUCTS
MLPerf
MLFlex
MLPouch

INDUSTRIES

Accessories / equipment
Die cutting, embossing, perforating
Laser systems

CONTACT

MLT - Micro Laser Technology GmbH
Benzstrasse 5b
85551 Kirchheim
Germany
+49 89 901 196 700
contact@microlasertech.de
www.microlasertech.com

We are your partner for industrial laser systems for the processing of fast-moving materials
such as foils, paper and cardboard. Our customers from the film and packaging industry
particularly appreciate our many years of experience in the field of laser material processing.
Changing legislation, consumer awareness of recycling and new technological challenges
in the production of sustainable packaging solutions have a significant impact on modern
production methods.
Some typical applications of our laser systems:
Easy Opening: „Doesn‘t tear, doesn‘t exist“ Optimal tear-open behaviour of bags, pouches
and packaging generated by ultra-fine laser scoring. Also very well suitable for monomaterials such as PE or paper. The advantage: usually a significantly higher acceptance of the
packaging by the end consumer and fewer complaints.

MONDON, THE KEY SOLUTION
French company MONDON, has been designing and manufacturing Converting Machines
for 4 decades. MONDON company offers machines for sensible material like nonwovens,
rubber and butyl as well as strong product such as technical textile, films and laminates.
MONDON offers a full range of machines suitable for existing lines or new processing lines.
Portfolio includes turret unwinders, slitter rewinders, winders and spooling lines. Each type of
machine has its special brand to suit with the material converted. Great attention is paid in
the capacity to manage very accurate tension control for low weight material at very high
speed or strong material at medium speed. Performance is reached thanks to its background in
engineering expertise developed on large scale product machines and tests. Thanks to its lab
machines, Mondon can select and define the best parameters for your material.

KEY FACTS

Window cutting: For a promotionally effective product presentation. Food packaging
serves to protect against harmful environmental influences and at the same time can enable
optimal product presentation. Using the laser process, a wide variety of shapes can be cut out
before the lamination process, for example when combining paper and PE materials; product
presentation and recyclability complement each other perfectly.

Mondon considers automation and
innovation as lead factors of its
global strategy. Many customers
ask for fully automatic plants, and
these demands have a real interest
for Mondon as we introduced automation and robotic very early in our
portfolio.

Modified Atmosphere Packaging (MAP): The „breathing“ packaging. Using our laser
system, films are perforated to create the perfect „climate“ in the packaging; micro-perforation
for longer freshness and shelf life of food and less waste and disposal costs.

PRODUCTS

We look forward to your inquiry and visit in our headquarter in Kirchheim –
near the Munich airport.
With more than 250 turret machines supplied during this last decade, MONDON is an expert
of the automatic roll change. The expertise in turret unwinders and rewinders offers maximum
production quality results through a fully automatic process. MONDON machines allow a
high degree of customisation and automated options which can be added to the machine that
fully guaranteeing an exceptional increase in productivity: rolls loading or unloading, jumbo
rolls up-ender. Interface parameter adjustment and mechanical design offer to the end user
reliable equipment easy to use and easy to maintain.
During ICE, Mondon will introduce its new-born in the turret family. Dedicated to medium size
roll widths, it increases your productivity with fast payback.

Walter Strohmeier
Managing Director
+49 89 901 196 700

MONDON will be present at ICE EUROPE and K 2022.
Contact us for your projects !
Georges FORAND
Sales manager

Axel Näther
Head of Sales and Marketing
+49 89 901 196 726
anaether@microlasertech.de
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MONDON is as a lead supplier
of automatic turret unwinders and
winders. Automation is a relevant
option to maintain the plant production
capacity. Our solutions also offer a
support for productivity when it needs
to be highly increased.

Turret winders - TW Series
Turret unwinders - TUW Series
Slitter rewinders - SL Series

INDUSTRIES

Accessories / equipment
Coating / laminating
Slitting / rewinding

CONTACT

MONDON Winding &
Converting Machines
ZI de Courtanne 2
43620 Saint Pal de Mons - France
+33 471 751 450
contact@mondon.com
www.mondon.com
Your Contact: Georges FORAND
Sales Manager
+33 471 751 450
gforand@mondon.com
François GAUBERT
President of MONDON
+33 471 751 450
fgaubert@mondon.com
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semket Etikettiersysteme GmbH
SERVICES AND PRODUCTS IN FOCUS
If you take a closer look at workflows and processes in the converting sector, you are always
amazed at how much added value can be lost due to supposedly minor omissions. This is
where semket comes in, in order to achieve better results in the end and to be able to offer
100 percent quality.
IT-integrated labelling has a decades-long tradition at semket, accompanied by the corresponding extensive experience. semket‘s solutions are primarily based on competence and
know-how; the label serves as a data carrier that can be precisely adapted in terms of material
and adhesive.

KEY FACTS

Technology specialisms include
Coating, Winding, Drying, Printing,
Lacquering, Embossing, Laminating,
Calendering, Anti-Misting, Treating
and Drives & Controls.

PRODUCTS

Production Machinery
Complete production lines
Single machines

INDUSTRIES

Coating / laminating
Drying / curing
Retrofits

CONTACT

OLBRICH GmbH
Teutonenstrasse 2–10
46395 Bocholt
Germany
+49 2871 283 0
info@olbrich.com
www.olbrich.com

“BA1” and “PLA1” in
our technical centre in
Germany - Multifunctional
coating and printing line with a
web width up to 500 mm and
production-related laminating
and embossing line with a web
width up to 1,000 mm

KEY FACTS

OLBRICH GMBH
OLBRICH and Polytype Converting® are amongst the leading brands world-wide of production
machinery and equipment for web products such as release material and labels, packaging
films, paper finishing, energy/electronics, adhesive tapes, decorative films, wallcoverings,
floor coverings, technical textiles and further applications.
From pilot plant scale widths up to 16ft wide in-line production lines, OLBRICH and Polytype Converting® offer complete coating and laminating lines as well as single machines;
coaters from 60+ coating head configurations, employing technologies like multi-roll, smooth
and gravure roll, pressurized gravure systems PGS®, coating chamber systems, comma and
mayer bars, die and curtain; MISTEX® technology; drying systems, including our proprietary
VACUTEX®, CTS® / TP® and “Clean-In-Place” technologies; embossing and smoothing
calenders; film and melt roller calenders (MRC); printing machines; winding and packaging
lines; drives & controls and complete scada systems.
It is important for planned investments to gain vital data under real production conditions for
the development of new machine concepts and innovative processes or product ideas. Using
our own state-of-the-art technical centres in Germany and Switzerland we are in a position
to combine established technologies to develop new machine concepts or processes resulting
in the development of innovative new products creating a competitive advantage for our
customers.
OLBRICH – put your faith in the expertise of a technology leader!

Esa-Matti Aalto,
Chief Sales Officer (CSO) at OLBRICH GmbH

Your Contact: Josef Döing
Director Sales
+49 2871 283 748
jdoeing@olbrich.com
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semket Labelling Systems has been
supplying highly innovative industrial
solutions for individual labelling
processes for over 25 years.
semket supports the B2B sector
with all-round optimised labelling
processes, from the most modern
labelling systems to laser technology
and printers, right through to software
developed in-house.

“We meet your individual wishes and requirements
with high-quality machine and line concepts as
well as the greatest sense of responsibility and
sustainability. Conservation of resources and
environmental awareness are a matter of course for
us, while at the same time we strive for automated,
digital and future-oriented solutions.”

PRODUCTS

The semket systems are characterised not only by reliable print labellers, but also by stable
hardware and software that are open for different inspection systems, measuring units as well
as system states. This ensures that the defect identification label is securely seated in the correct
position. The label is clearly visible for the subsequent process steps, can be automatically
detected with the printed code and is temperature-resistant.

If the user wishes, the label can also be removed
without leaving any residue.
semket systems can even apply labels reliably
at web speeds of up to 1,000 m/min. Labelling
protocols with evaluations according to the user‘s
wishes are also possible.
Whether semi- or fully-automatic labelling machines for international big players, defect marking
and correction for clean production and shipping
routes, laser security coding for complete traceability in the production chain or labelling systems
for regional direct sellers, semket‘s technology
solutions create the potential for perfection and
reliability, for a smooth cycle, for many industries,
and for every purpose.

Defect marking
Product identification
Laser marking

INDUSTRIES

Control, test & measurement
Web inspection, test & measurement

CONTACT

semket Etikettiersysteme GmbH
Tirolerstraße 9
3105 S. Pölten-Radlberg
Austria
+43 2742 470 470
office@semket.com
www.semket.com
Klaus König, BSc
Application Technology
+43 2742 470 47 28
k.koenig@semket.com
Ing. Michael Schneider
Application Technology
+43 2742 470 47 20
m.schneider@semket.com
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WEKO-CoatingTower
FUNCTIONAL SPRAY COATING

Akura PF & PFL Hot Melt
Coating Applicators feature
several module, adhesive
channel, and nozzle options
to adapt to most any
adhesive coating application
requirement

ANTI-BLOCK
ANTI-FOG
ANTI-STATIC

VALCO MELTON

KEY FACTS

Leading supplier of gluing & quality
assurance systems since 1952,
Valco Melton maintains a speciali
zed coating team that is fully dedicated to R&D, design, testing, manufacturing, installation, and post-sales
support for the coating & converting
industries.

PRODUCTS

• Pre-melters, buffer tanks &
dosing equipments
• Hot melt applicators
• Coating lines

INDUSTRIES

Adhesives & application systems
Labels & label finishing
Tapes & tape converting

Headquartered in Cincinnati, OH (USA), Valco Melton is a leading supplier of adhesive dispensing and quality assurance systems since 1952. We specialize in the design and manufacture
of dispensing technologies that apply, monitor, and verify cold glue and hot melt adhesives for
a variety of manufacturing processes. Our product offerings include contact and non-contact
coating and laminating system solutions for label stock, inline label and linerless label manufacturing, flexible packaging, and technical, medical, and packing tape manufacturing. With
manufacturing and R&D facilities in the USA, Canada, UK and Spain, our sales and service
network expands globally, counting with over 600 direct employees across 18 countries, and a
strong partnership with experienced agents and distributors, in an effort to offer manufacturers
worldwide an unparalleled local support.
Few companies can boast the knowledge, trust, and experience that Valco Melton has acquired by working on special projects in coating applications. Specific solutions include a range
of applicators to cover any coating and laminating requirement. From standard applicators
with multiple adhesive inputs to metering systems
for improved adhesive distribution across the
substrate width, applicators with interchangeable
blades for rotating bar, continuous or intermittent
applications, or sophisticated dies with automatic
width adjustment through stepper motor. A selection of pre-melters (drum unloaders or extruders),
buffer tanks, and melters is available for all
melting needs. Accessories include flow meters,
static mixers, remote pumping stations and smart
controls.

KEY FACTS

ANTI-MICROBIAL
ONE / BOTH SIDE APPLICATION
PRIMER COATING
BARRIER

WEKO is specialized in the noncontact minimal application of fluids
and powders on a wide variety of
materials. With the systems used in
the production process, significant
savings in fresh water, chemicals
and energy can be achieved. This
is a clear cost / benefit advantage
for the user, but above all for our environment. Comprehensive services
such as tests in the
WEKO-TechnologyCenter and high
WEKO service standards are a matter for

PRODUCTS

YOUR BENEFITS
• Non-contact spray application

• Compact turn-key solution
• Exact and repeatable application
• Single or both side coating
• Easy Handling
• Low Cost of ownership
• Dryer matched to the quantity

WEKO-CoatingTower
WEKO-SIGMA
WEKO-ProTec

INDUSTRIES

Coating / laminating
Finishing
Retrofits

CONTACT

Valco Melton

Weitmann & Konrad
GmbH & Co. KG
Friedrich-List-Straße 20–24
70771 Leinfelden-Echterdingen
Germany

World Headquarters:
+1 513 874 6550
ask@valcomelton.com

+49 711 7988 0
sales@weko.net
www.weko.net

European Headquarters:
+34 948 321 580
info@valcomelton.es

Your Contact
Markus Klempin
Product Management
+49 711 7988 205
markus.klempin@weko.net

• Easy integration in production
• Automatic speed compensation

CONTACT

YouTube Video

www.valcomelton.com

www.weko.net
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INDUSTRIES

Coating / laminating
Materials
Services
Slitting / rewinding
Toll coating and finishing

INDUSTRIES

CONTACT

Folex AG
Bahnhofstrasse 92
6423 Seewen, Schwyz
Switzerland
+41 41 819 39 39
int.sales@folex.ch
www.folex.com
Your Contact
Claudia Imhof
Marketing Contract Coating
+41 41 819 7303
claudia.imhof@folex.ch

INDUSTRIES
Rollers / sleeves

CONTACT

IBD Wickeltechnik GmbH
Böllingshöfen 79
32549 Bad Oeynhausen
Germany
+49 5734 9602 0
ibd@ibd-wt.com
www.ibd-wt.de/en

FOLEX – WORKING FOR YOU.
THE COATING EXPERTS.
The core competence of the Folex Group is the finishing and coating of films and special
media. At locations in Switzerland and Germany, high-quality products for a wide variety of
industries such as the printing industry, digital, large-format and label printing, the office and
home sector, right through to preliminary products for the electronics industry, are produced in
compliance with high environmental standards. In addition, Folex offers customized complete
solutions within the scope of contract coating. The portfolio is constantly being dynamically
developed based on the core competence of coating.

LÜRAFLEX GMBH
Technical roll systems, rubber roll coverings and spreader rolls
Materials, processes and requirements undergo continuous development. Complicated web guides,
increasing speeds and both complex materials and composites require appropriate solutions. The
close proximity to the processes and the continuous communication with the engineers on site are
indispensable for the development of sophisticated elastomeric materials and filigree profiling tasks.

So feel free to contact us if you are looking for a coating solution that does not yet exist.

Extract from our product portfolio:
Spreader rollers, draw, transport, guide and deflector rollers, take-up rollers, embossing rollers
(matting), resistant to plasticizers, cleaning rollers for chill roller section (CPP machines), base
rollers for corona pre-treatment, pressure rollers for the corona station, laminating pressure
rollers, laminating and application rollers, stretching rollers, contact rollers for winding (All
Presscoat), air chamber rollers.

IBD WICKELTECHNIK GMBH

NICELY MACHINERY

The owner-managed mechanical engineering company IBD Wickeltechnik GmbH is a leading
manufacturer of machine components for mechanical winding in Germany and operating
worldwide.
In addition to our core competence of expansion shafts, our portfolio includes high-quality
products in the field of clamping chucks, safety chucks, web tension control systems, brakes
and web guiding systems.
We are specialists for winding paper, film, foils, nonwovens and packaging materials. Wellknown machine-building companies and OEMs have been relying on our high-quality and
low-maintenance products since many years.
IBD has an international orientation with commercial agencies all over the world. Individual
solutions, delivery reliability and a high degree of service commitment have successfully distinguished us in the market for over 25 years.

Your Trustful Slitter Rewinder Provider
Based in Taiwan, Nicely is renowned by providing practical solutions in slitting and rewinding
technology. Our extensive range of products are widely operated by global industries in
producing Flexible Packaging, Labelstocks, Nonwovens, Papers, as well as Special Films/
Foils for high-end applications. With the advanced controller implements and inhouse
design expertise, Nicely slitter offers excellent performance on automated functions, broad
possibilities for future enhancement as well as the new launched remote technical supports.
Technical Features
Nicely slitters on the one hand covers a large scale of the roller width up to 6000mm,
diameter up 1200mm for films, 2000mm for nonwovens, and maximum speed of 1400M/min
for surface winding slitters, on the other hand the micro-slitting model is able to handle
min. 2mm slit width for spooling.

Rollers / sleeves

CONTACT

Lüraflex GmbH
Heerdterbuschstrasse 12
41460 Neuss
Germany
+49 2131 12 569 0
service@lueraflex.de
www.lueraflex.com
Your Contact: Armando Giovannelli
Sale and Marketing Manager
+49 2131 12569 22
a.giovannelli@lueraflex.de

INDUSTRIES

Slitting / rewinding
Un- and rewinders
Spooling machines
Automation technology
Handling
Retrofits

CONTACT

Nicely Machinery
Development Co., Ltd.
No. 24 Tayu St. Luchu District, Taoyuan,
Taiwan 33842
+886 3 324 9020
sales@nicely.com.tw
www.nicely.com.tw

Your Contact: Oliver Funk
Technical Sales
+49 5734 9602 25
ofunk@ibd-wt.com
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Your Contact:
Mrs. Betty Hsu
Sales Representative
+886 3 324 9020 #102
sales@nicely.com.tw
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COMPANY REGISTER BY CATEGORIES
Accessories, equipment

SANDER MASCHINEN- UND ANLAGEN GMBH

We are satisfied when you are! Customised work for the highest demands. Winding machines,
laminating and foiling lines, slitter-rewinders and reel saws are our speciality. We develop and
produce innovative machines and systems for the processing of a wide variety of web-shaped
materials, which convince through a high degree of technical sophistication. Based on our
many years of experience, with the help of a strong team and innovative spirit, we always
deliver an optimal solution for your special requirements. We leave nothing to chance.

Coating / laminating
Slitting / rewinding

Our portfolio includes mechanical production of turned and milled parts, frame production
from cutting to the finished welded machine frame, as well as the complete assembly of the
systems. When it comes to suppliers for purchased parts of any kind, we rely on long-standing
and reliable business partners who provide us with materials and parts of the highest quality.

CONTACT

We realise your wishes. Our team will find the optimal solution for you!

INDUSTRIES

Sander Maschinen- und
Anlagen GmbH
Brunhildestr. 11
32547 Bad Oeynhausen
+49 5731 302 75 0
info@sandermaschinen.de
www.sandermaschinen.de

Winding machines • Laminating and foiling machines •Slitter-rewinders • Cutting machines
Your Contact
Fred Sander
Managing Director
+49 5731 302 75 15
fred.sander@sandermaschinen.de

Luigina Sabatino - Möller
Sales and Marketing
+49 5731 302 75 39
luigina.sabatino@sandermaschinen.de

SCHÄFERROLLS. PRECISION ALL ROUND.

INDUSTRIES
Rollers / sleeves
Services

CONTACT

Whether processing and converting film, nonwovens or paper, the choice of roll cover always
plays a major part, as it directly affects the runability of the machine and the quality of the product. At SchäferRolls, an internationally recognized specialist on roll covers and roll systems,
we provide you with the roll cover that best fulfills the specific demands of your manufacturing
system and machine operator. Both, end-customers and OEMs value our lean and decisive
structure which enables us to develop and implement customer requests quickly and effectively.
SchäferRolls, founded in 1946, is family owned and currently employs a workforce of more
than 300. Production facilities are located in Renningen (Headquarters, Germany), Brnik
(Slovenia) as well as in Farmington, NH and Covington, VA (USA) with a total production
area of more than 32,000 m².

Eltex-Elektrostatik-GmbH
Erhardt+Leimer GmbH
FMS Force Measuring Systems
IBD Wickeltechnik GmbH
Meech International
ME.RO Spa
MLT - Micro Laser Technology GmbH
MONDON Winding & Converting Machines

Adhesives, application systems
Valco Melton

Automation technology

BERHALTER Swiss Die-Cutting
Delta ModTech, Frontier
Kampf Schneid- und Wickeltechnik GmbH
Lebbing automation & drives GmbH
Nicely Machinery Development Co., Ltd.

Ceramic sheets

IPCO Germany GmbH

Coating, laminating

AST Beschichtungstechnik GmbH
Delta ModTech, Frontier
FMS Force Measuring Systems
Folex AG
IBD Wickeltechnik GmbH
IPCO Germany GmbH
Jagenberg Converting Solutions GmbH
Jakob Weiß & Söhne GmbH
KRAIBURG Walzenfertigung GmbH
KROENERT GmbH & Co KG
MONDON Winding & Converting Machines
OLBRICH GmbH
Sander Maschinen- und Anlagen GmbH
Weitmann & Konrad GmbH & Co. KG

Control, test & measurement
Applied Rigaku Technologies, Inc.
Dr. Schenk GmbH
Eltex-Elektrostatik-GmbH
Erhardt+Leimer GmbH
FMS Force Measuring Systems
Meech International
semket Etikettiersysteme GmbH

Converting equipment
Jurmet Sp. z o.o. Sp. K.

SchäferRolls GmbH & Co. KG
Benzstr. 40
71272 Renningen
Germany

Cutting tools

+49 7159 806 0
info@schaeferrolls.com
www.schaeferrolls.com

Die cutting, embossing,
perforating

Your Contact:
Thomas Mischko
International Sales Manager for BIAX,
Printing & Textile
+49 170 2843599
t.mischko@schaeferrolls.com
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22
23
24
44
35
37
38
39

Mendel RG-Systems GmbH

Dedusting and separation
Kongskilde Industries A/S

BERHALTER Swiss Die-Cutting
Delta ModTech, Frontier
Mendel RG-Systems GmbH
MLT - Micro Laser Technology GmbH

Drying and curing

Delta ModTech, Frontier
GEW (EC) Limited
IPCO Germany GmbH
Jagenberg Converting Solutions GmbH
OLBRICH GmbH

42

6
20
30
33
45

Embossing units

Mendel RG-Systems GmbH

Extrusion and extrusion coating
August Dreckshage GmbH & Co. KG
IBD Wickeltechnik GmbH
Kongskilde Industries A/S

Finishing

Euromac S.r.l.
FMS Force Measuring Systems
Jakob Weiß & Söhne GmbH
Weitmann & Konrad GmbH & Co. KG

Flexo and gravure printing

BST GmbH
Jagenberg Converting Solutions GmbH

Handling

Nicely Machinery Development Co., Ltd.
26

Knives and knife holders
Maxcess International

15
20
24
44
44
26
27
29
32
10
39
40
46
43

Labels and label finishing
IBD Wickeltechnik GmbH
Valco Melton

Laser systems

MLT - Micro Laser Technology GmbH

Materials
Folex AG

Medical membranes
IPCO Germany GmbH

Optical films

IPCO Germany GmbH
14
21
22
23
24
35
41

Pneumatic conveying systems
Kongskilde Industries A/S

Pretreatment
ME.RO Spa

Quality Control

Applied Rigaku Technologies, Inc.
28

36

31

6
20
36
38

20
25
26
27
40

36

Retrofits

Ahauser Gummiwalzen
Bäumer GmbH
BERHALTER Swiss Die-Cutting
Eltex-Elektrostatik-GmbH
GEW (EC) Limited
IBD Wickeltechnik GmbH
Jakob Weiß & Söhne GmbH
Kampf Schneid- und Wickeltechnik GmbH
KROENERT GmbH & Co KG
Lebbing automation & drives GmbH
Nicely Machinery Development Co., Ltd.
OLBRICH GmbH
Weitmann & Konrad GmbH & Co. KG

Roller coverings and
repair service

Westland Gummiwerke GmbH & Co. KG

16
44
31

8
24
29
43

19
27

Rollers and sleeves

Ahauser Gummiwalzen
AST Beschichtungstechnik GmbH
August Dreckshage GmbH & Co. KG
KRAIBURG Walzenfertigung GmbH
Lüraflex GmbH
SchäferRolls GmbH & Co. KG
Westland Gummiwerke GmbH & Co. KG

Services

AST Beschichtungstechnik GmbH
Folex AG
GEW (EC) Limited
Jagenberg Converting Solutions GmbH
Kampf Schneid- und Wickeltechnik GmbH
KROENERT GmbH & Co KG
SchäferRolls GmbH & Co. KG

Slitting rewinding
45
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August Dreckshage GmbH & Co. KG
Bäumer GmbH
BIMEC S.r.L.
BST GmbH
Euromac S.r.l.
FMS Force Measuring Systems
Folex AG
IBD Wickeltechnik GmbH
Jagenberg Converting Solutions GmbH
Jakob Weiß & Söhne GmbH
Jurmet Sp. z o.o. Sp. K.
Kampf Schneid- und Wickeltechnik GmbH
Kongskilde Industries A/S
Maxcess International
MONDON Winding & Converting Machines
Nicely Machinery Development Co., Ltd.
Sander Maschinen- und Anlagen GmbH

Software

Lebbing automation & drives GmbH

Spooling machines

Nicely Machinery Development Co., Ltd.

Surface inspection
Dr. Schenk GmbH

Tapes and tape converting
Bäumer GmbH
IBD Wickeltechnik GmbH
Valco Melton

Toll coating and finishing
Folex AG

Trim handling

Kongskilde Industries A/S

Un- and rewinders

Nicely Machinery Development Co., Ltd.

Web inspection,
test and measurement

Applied Rigaku Technologies, Inc.
BST GmbH
Dr. Schenk GmbH
Erhardt+Leimer GmbH
Euromac S.r.l.
FMS Force Measuring Systems
Maxcess International
Meech International
semket Etikettiersysteme GmbH
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GLOBALLY PUBLISHED MAGAZINES
FOR THE COATING AND CONVERTING INDUSTRY
www.coating-converting.com

LET’S CONNECT AND SHARE
OUR VISIONS FOR THE FUTURE!

